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SYLLABUS

Key Points
❖Optical Processes In Semiconductors
❖Electron-Hole Pair formation and recombination
➢Radiative and Nonradiative Recombination
➢Band to band Recombination
❖Absorption in semiconductors
❖Effect of electric field on absorption: Franz-Keldysh and stark Effects

❖Deep level transition
❖Auger Recombination
❖Bulk and surface recombination phenomena

Electron-Hole Pair Recombination
➢ The recombination may be radiative or nonradiative.
➢ In a nonradiative recombination, the excess energy due to recombination is
usually imparted to phonons and dissipated as heat.
➢ In a radiative transition, the excess energy is dissipated as photons, usually
having energy equal to the band gap.
➢ This is luminescent process, which is classified to the method by which
electron-hole pairs are created.
➢ Photoluminescence involves the radiative recombination of electron-hole
pairs created by injection of photons.

Electron-Hole Pair Recombination
➢ Cathodoluminescence is the process of radiative recombination of electronhole pair created by electron bombardment.
➢ Electroluminescence is the process of radiative recombination following
injection with a p-n junction or similar device.
➢ In a semiconductor, one can define the nonequillibrium distribution functions
for electrons and holes as
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• These distribution functions define 𝜺𝒇𝒏 and 𝜺𝒇𝒑 , the quasi-Fermi levels for
electrons and holes, respectively.
• When the excitation source creating excess carrier is removed, 𝜺𝒇𝒏 = 𝜺𝒇𝒑 =
𝜺𝑭 .
• The difference (𝜺𝒇𝒏 − 𝜺𝒇𝒑 ) is measure of the deviation from the equilibrium.
• As with equilibrium statistics, we obtain for the nondegenerate case
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And the nonequilibrium carrier concentrations are given by
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Electron-Hole Pair Recombination
• In a p-n junction under forward bias a large density of excess charge
carriers exist in the depletion region and close to it on either side.
• The concentration of these carriers can be determined from the
appropriate quasi-Fermi levels.
• Let n-type semiconductor with an equilibrium electron density 𝑛0
(= 𝑁𝐷 , the donor density) is uniformly irradiated with intrinsic
photoexcitation (above-bandgap light) so as to produce ∆𝑛 electronhole pairs with a generation rate G.

Electron-Hole Pair Formation and Recombination
• The nonequilibrium electron and hole concentrations are given by
𝒏 = ∆𝒏 + 𝒏𝟎
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• Under steady state conditions the recombination rate must be equal to the
generation rate:
G=R
(9)

Various Recombination Mechanisms
• Carrier recombination can happen through multiple relaxation channels.

• The main ones are band-to-band recombination, Shockley read hall (SRH), Auger
recombination and Surface recombination.
• These decay channels can be separated into radiative and non-radiative recombination.
➢Radiative Recombination: The excess energy is dissipated to photon & usually having
energy equal to band gap.
➢Non-Radiative Recombination: The excess energy is dissipated to phonon and heat is
dissipated.

Band-to-band radiative recombination
• Band-to-band recombination is the name for the process of electrons jumping down
from the conduction band to the valence band in a radiative manner. During band-toband recombination, a form of spontaneous emission, the energy absorbed by a
material is released in the form of photons .
• Generally these photons contain the same or less energy than those initially
absorbed.

Recombination-Generation via Defects or Levels in the Band gap
• In band to band downward transition their is a small probability of emission of phonons, in
which recombination becomes non radiative.
• Such nonradiative recombination take place more likely via levels with in the band gap of
the semiconductor as shown in figure given below-

Illustration of (a) electron
capture, (b) electron emission,
(c) hole capture, and (d) hole
emission. The deep levels in
(a) and (b) are electron traps
and those in (c) and (d) are
hole traps

